## Index

### A
- abstracting 35
- administrative knowledge 23
- advanced knowledge 19
- aggregation effect 75
- analytical knowledge 23
- application 37
- applications service provider (ASP) 194, 314
- archetype 202
- artificial intelligence (AI) 313

### B
- ba 31, 209
- Baxter 34
- Billing 298
- Blue Flag 313
- British Aerospace (BA) 209

### C
- categories 17–26
- CFO 291
- challenge 273
- CKO 28, 291
- classification 35
- combination 31
- comparison 7, 35
- compensation 298
- content management 35
  - support (CMS) 45
- contracting risk 75
- contractual theory 196
- COPLINK 267
- core knowledge 18
- CORPORUM 35
- critical success factor 16
- CSC 210
- cumulative scaling 54
- customer relationship management 39, 89
- customizability 75
- CV 35

### D
- data 12
- dealroom 314
- dealight 314
- decision rights 227
- declarative knowledge 23
- DLA Nordic 311
- driver 75
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E

e-business 71, 77
e-learning 45, 102
e-marketplace 73
EDS 209
electronic
deliverability 75
ordering system (EOS) 106
ends means analysis 17
ERP 194
exchange 34
expert system 43
externalization 31, 41
extraction of information 35

F

FedEx 34

G

graphical user interface (GUI) 20
groupware 33
governance model 238

H

hidden cost 204

I

IdeaFisher 33
indexing 35
individuality 298
information 12
extraction technology 35
intensity 75
infomediary organization 74
innovative knowledge 20
insourcing theory 195
internalization 31
IT
governance 216
resources 225
support 55

K

KMS 39, 70

knowledge 10, 12, 72, 256
application 37
asset 31
audit 299
management 10, 27, 31, 39, 267, 299
system (KMS) 71
retrieval 35
sharing 299
storage 33
transfer 36, 98

L

lawyer 288
Leavitt’s Diamond 230
Lotus Notes 34

M

marketing 299
metadata 37
Microsoft 34
missing competencies 75

N

network effects 75
newchange dealroom 314

O

one-minute-speech 299

P

person-to-
application 62
information 275
person 59, 275
system 275
technology 275
tools 56
point-of-sale (POS) 106
police investigation knowledge 255
problem decision analysis 16
procedural knowledge 23
product development management (PDM) 89
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Q

query answering 35
question formulation 35

R

real-time interface 75
request for proposal (RFP) 209
resource mobilization 217
retrieval 33
risk 273

S

scalogram analysis 54
search 35
and navigation 45
cost 75
Seven-Eleven 105
SLAs 210
SLATEWeb 45
socialization 31
socialization, externalization, internalization and combination (SECI) 31
sourcing categories 192
stage four 63
standardization benefits 75
storage 33
strategic alignment 228
summarizing 35
supply chain management (SCM) 89
surface mount (SMD) chip boards 19

T

tacit knowledge 17
TietoEnator 34
tradition 299
transaction cost 195
transfer of knowledge 36
translation 35
TTIC 261

V

value
chain 2–9
configuration 1
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